
Creative Tactics

You’ve worked out your brief and you understand your brand, so now it’s time to 
get creative. But facing the empty page can still be a bit of a challenge for even 
the most experienced marketers. However, there are some basic creative tactics 
that you can use. Do they work? Well all of them are used by big consumer brands 
spending £millions on them every year, so they must be effective. What’s more, 
the simple Task Yourself exercises show you how to adapt these highly successful 
tactics and apply them to your own product or business.

Comparison tactic
The simplest way to sell anything is to compare it with something similar which isn’t 
as good.

Let’s say you’re selling cheap t-shirts. You run an ad that shows two very similar 
looking t-shirts side by side. One t-shirt has a label saying £1 and the other t-shirt 
has a label saying £10. Which one do your customers choose? 

Now let’s turn this on its head. Say you’re selling designer t-shirts. You run exactly 
the same ad but now the more designer t-shirt becomes more appealing. 
Especially if you add a headline that says: Buy the cheap t-shirt and that’s how 
you’ll look.

Big brand example

Fairy washing up liquid tells us it washes twice as many plates as ordinary brands. 
It often shows a bottle of Fairy next to two similar looking bottles of alternative 
washing up liquid. This is Fairy using a classic comparison tactic. 

Task yourself

Take a piece of paper and draw two same size boxes next to each other. In the 



left hand box write the name of your product or business. In the right hand one 
write the name of a competitor. Now, underneath them write down as many 
comparisons as you can think of that favour your product or business compared to 
you competitor.

Demonstration tactic
Can your product or service be demonstrated? Or does it solve a particular 
problem? Or is there something special about the way it works? If your product 
or business does something that makes a difference or solves a problem, and this 
can be simply shown or explained, then a demonstration of what it does is very 
persuasive.

Big brand example

Ronseal Quick Drying Woodstain has passed into marketing folklore. Everywhere 
you see the same demonstration message. A typical DIY man about to paint his 
front door holds up a tin of the product and says, “This is Ronseal Quick Drying 
Woodstain. It protects your wood and is rainproof in about thirty minutes, which 
means that in 30 minutes your wood is rainproof and protected. It does exactly 
what is says on the tin.” It’s impossible to argue with such a simple demonstration 
proposition. 

Task yourself

Write a short list, of what your product or service does or how it works. This will 
form the basis of a highly persuasive demonstration approach. Now, think of as 
many ways as possible that you can demonstrate the items on your list.

Before and after tactic
Does using your product or service change a situation for the better or solve a 
problem? In other words does it make life easier…or safer…or more enjoyable? If it 
does, then show the difference it makes to the customer. 
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Big brand example

The classic approach is to take two side-by-side photographs that show the 
benefit. From diet plans to dandruff shampoos and hair colour, the before and after 
creative tactic is widely used by many mainstream brands.

Task yourself

Draw a line down the middle of a piece of paper. On the top of the left-hand column 
write Before and on the top of the right-hand column write After. Now list all ways 
you can show the difference your product or business makes to your customers. 
For example, if you’re selling memberships to a gymnasium you might write: 
overweight/slim, weak/strong, beer belly/six pack, lazy/fit.

Lifestyle tactic
How can your product or service fit into your ideal customer’s lifestyle? This 
approach is really about empathy. It says you understand your customer’s needs, 
or situation, or problem and can help. 

Big brand example

Many food brands market ranges like “Quick ’n’ Easy”. They don’t talk about how 
delicious their meals are, they focus purely on convenience recognising that the 
target market they want to appeal to are people with busy lives who don’t have a lot 
of time for cooking.

Task yourself

How would you describe the lifestyle of one of your customers or clients? Think 
yourself into their shoes and make a list of what you think are their biggest 
concerns, or worries or problems that affect either their day to day lives or their 
jobs. Now under each one on your list, write out how your product or business can 
help solve that issue. You now have the basis of a highly effective lifestyle message.
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Advice tactic
Helpful advice is always useful, especially if it comes from a qualified or believable 
source. This is taking the lifestyle strategy one stage further by saying not only do 
we understand your lifestyle, we can help. 

Big brand example

Companies with websites are always being offered tips and advice from other 
companies selling internet marketing services. Similarly, financial companies 
offer advice on how to plan on everything from buying your first home to retiring 
with a pension, and healthcare companies will offer you advice on healthy eating, 
exercise, etc. 

The free help and advice tactic is also a great way to give you lots of content to 
post and share on social media to boost engagement.

Task yourself

Imagine you could have a one-to-one chat with a typical customer about your 
product or service, not as a sales person but as an advisor. What would you say to 
them? Imagine what they might say in response and think about how you would 
answer any questions they might have. This will give you the basis of a powerful 
Advice tactic.
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Testimonial tactic
Nothing is as convincing as a satisfied customer. As well as being a must have on 
your website, testimonials are often used as a creative marketing strategy. The 
important thing to remember with testimonials is to make sure your spokesperson 
is the same type of person, or is similar, to the client or customer you are targeting.

Big brand example

You can find the testimonial tactic everywhere like in the business services 
example above. The people used always reflect the target audience and can all 
be described as satisfied customers who are prepared to share their positive 
experience. 

A good idea is to keep a file of positive feedback, and don’t be shy about asking 
people to give you positive testimonials.

Task yourself

Pretend you’re a customer or client for a moment. How would you describe what 
your product or business does for them in their words. This exercise shows you 
how to see what you do from their perspective – not yours.

Honesty tactic
One of Britain’s top admen, Sir John Hegarty, summed 
it up when he said, “Honesty, is always the first strategy.” 
What he’s talking about here is self-honesty. Sometimes 
it’s very easy to fall into the trap of exaggerating what 
your business does, or to overclaim on what it delivers. 
This is always a mistake. Remember, good marketing 
aims to build a relationship not just make a sale, and a 
message that creates over expectation will only sell  
your product or service once. The glue that binds any 
long-standing relationship is trust, and nothing builds 
trust like honesty. 
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The honesty tactic is the golden rule and should 
underpin every other creative tactic.

Big brand example

The USA car market was dominated by huge gas 
guzzlers with acres of chrome and long tail fins. But 
Volkswagen marketed the Beetle with the line: Think 
small. They then went on to explain that the VW 
Beetle also gave you small servicing costs because 
there was less to go wrong, small repair bills because 
parts were cheap, and that you could now park in 
even the smallest spaces. Volkswagen was honest 
about their small car and turned its small size to their 
advantage. 

Task yourself

Make a list of your product’s or service’s strengths 
and weaknesses. Now think how you can describe the 
weaknesses favourably or think of ways they can be 
repositioned or seen in a positive light.
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